INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric waves in the lee of mountains are an often observed and fairly well understood phenomena. The theory of mountain lee waves has been discussed in a series of papers by Scorer (1949 Scorer ( , 1953 Scorer ( , 1954 , among others, and 0.
1" ; 0 in particular for an isolated peak by Scorer (1956) and Scorer and W; ,ilcinson (1956) . Observation of this fa,niliar terrestrial phenomenon on another planet, as was the case during the ]Mariner 9 mission, greatly aids in the interpretation of the data.
One of the objectives of the Mariner 9 mission to Mars was the investigation of the atmospheric thermal and dynamical behavior. The thermal structure was obtained for extensive, though not complete, coverage in local time and latitude in the earlier part of the mission and for somewhat less extensive coverage in the latter part of the mission (Hanel, et al., 1972; Conrath, et al. , 1973) . The dynamical nature of the atmosphere can be investigated using the thermal structure or can be inferred from apparent cloud motions (Briggs and Leovy, 1974) . However, when the temperature data is supplemented by an additional observable, in particular, cloud patterns as in lee waves, winds can be inferred within the cons,.raints imposed by the problem and serve as bounds on independently derived motion. This approach is discussed briefly by Briggs and Leovy (1974) and is the problem which will be addressed here. During revolutions 179 to 220 of Mars the spacecraft was able to view the northern mid-latitudes during late winter. The pictures obtained during that perfnd showed extensive waves in the clouds that comprise the edge of the polar hr/id (see Briggs and Leovy for a collection of cloud pictures). in many instances the cloud formations were obviously associated with atmospheric waves in the lee of mountains or craters. While these waves may be of no great consequence in the global circulation they do serve as a diagnostic means of determining wind velocities. We shall consider two examples of wave patterns and attempt to determine the airstreams which, when used in calculations based on the theory of mountain lee waves with the vertical stability as inferred by the thermal structure, yield wave patterns similar to those observed. We shall sketch the development of Scorer, repeating parts with minor modifications fol,' continuity.
A simple extension of Scorer's analysis will be used to introduce effects due to the horizontal dimensions of the crater generating the wave patterns. Rather than trying to reproduce the cloud patterns by calculating the vertical motions and condensation we shall calculate only the surfaces of constant phase. The wave patterns will be inferred by considering sections al:)n g the wave crest where the wave amplitude exceeds some reasonable but arbitrary prescribed value.
In most of the pictures the only easily observable parameter of the wave pattern is the wave length. While the whole pattern is needed to define the airstream profile the wave length alone does permit the establishment of { F _ •I J limits on the airstream near the surface. This will become apparent in the course of our exposition.
It will be shown that there is agreement between the r•bservations and theory and that in the latitudes, local time and season of t1w ebsorvf=tions the theory does not suggest supersonic winds as might be inferred by the cloud patterns observed in some cases.
FREE MODES OF STATIONARY WAVES
The lee ware pattern is due to the discrete spectrum of waves generated by a crater ridge in an airstream. The discrete spectrum is the set of eigenmodes whose wavenumbers are the solutions to the zero frequency dispersion equation which is derived from the homogeneous equation for the airstream.
The free modes are infinite inlateral extent, beingthe type of Wave generated by an infinitely long ridge not necessarily normal to the airstream. A lee wave pattern of a crater is obtained by summing over a parallel set of ridges oriented at all angles between ±7r /2 from the normal to the airstream. Relative amplitudes of the modes are obtained by expanding a ridge in terms of the stationary waves with the ridge acting as a forcing function. The method is identical to a Gree'n's function approach in which the ridge is used as the source term. 
To obtain (3) it has also been assumed that the Rossby number is large and that the perturbation velocity of the stream is small compared to the stream velocity.
One of the simplest models, and the one that we shall use, is a two layer model in which the velocity is uniform within a layer and in the same direction ,J in both layers. The density decreases exponentially with altitude, the BruntViiisiilk frequency is constant and both are continuous across the interface of the two layers. In addition, for the thermal structure of the atmosphere in which we are interested, the fifth and sixth terms are much smaller than the first term in the brackets of (3) and may be neglected. Using the subscripts 1 and 2 to identify quantities in the lower and upper layers respectively, taking the interface at z = 0, the surface at z = -h and lotting $ represent the angle between the wave vector and stream direction we have from (3)
The interface conditions are
and at the surface the boundary condition is W, (-h) = 0.
Solving the set (4), (5) and (Ci) under the condition that the wave energy decreases with height, that is the waves are trapped (Corby and Sawyer, 1558; Scorer, 1949) , the eigenvalue equation for the wave numbers k is obtained, 
The Scorer parameters 1 1 and 12 are the limits of the possible values of ]c.
Solutions of (7) give the values of the wavenumber lc, of the free modes of the airstream. Normalizing ^k to the amplitude of the displacement at the surface and using this with (1l2) which represents the boundary condition at r. = -h when a ridge is in the aiirstream we have, with Re designating the real part, If wo now take
consider a set of parallel ridges separated by 2d, and integruto (13) where j =1 when -h < z < 0 and j = 2 when z `r 0.
Because of the 0-k 1 b term the mode with the smallest root will be dominant and we shall consider it only and drop the summation and the r-subsoript.
Separating the integral into parts containing tw and i L the integral is evaluated by the method of stationary phase where the stationary points OW and OL are defined by
on constant phase surfaces defined by the constant M,
Using (18) and ( 19) equations are obtained for 0 and r in terms of the stationary points ¢w and ¢L;
where (1/k) ak/a¢ is obtained from the dispersion equation (7) and the upper and lower signs are associated with the W and L sHiscripts respectively.
Equations (20) and (21) yield r and along constimt phase fonts where the phrase is determined by the constant M.
The stationary phago evaluation of (17) gives the result Using (20), (21) and (22) the amplitude and coordinates of the wave crests can be calculated as a function of 0,.
DISCUSSION OF OBSERVATIONS AND CALCULATIONS
The vertical displacement of the stream 'lines in addition to being dependent upon the stream parameters also depend upon the parameters a and b which describe the crater ridge, as is evident in (15) and (22). As pointed out previously, to determine the wave pattern it is not necessary to calculate the wave amplitudes over the total wave field but all that is needed is the contours of the wave crests since the clouds will form initially and be most dense along a crest.
If the height and slope of the ridge is assumed to be small enough to satisfy the condition that the perturbation velocity is small as compared. to the stream velocity then the horizontal contours of the wave crests are independent of the vertical scales of the crater ridge leaving only the easily observable crater diameter, in addition to the airstream parameters, needed to determine a wave crest pattern. However, the width of the ridge as compared to the wave number does have an influence on the observed details of the cloud pattern. The factor e kb in (22) depends upon the angle between the airstream and the normal to the crater at its point of maximum contribution to the wave. This implies that the _, ar ridge width determines, to some extent, the sections along the crest where the amplitude exceeds that required to cause condensation of the clouds. Thus, the location of the clouds along a wave crest is somewhat dependent upon the ridge width. with (23) and (24) used in the place of (7) and (8) Pictures like Figure 5 give the impression of very high velocities but the results of the calculations shown in Figure 0 and compared with Figure 5 imply that there is no need to invoke extremely high velocities to explain the particular wake pattern and, in fact, the surface velocity is less than the more common cases with transverse waves.
The conclusion may be made that the many observations of lee waves sug- 
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In an upper layer. The three layer model is general enough to permit trapping i of the waves and continuity of the velocity profile and should then be at least a rough approximation to the actual airstream and its two layer approximation i is adequate for the calculation of lee waves. URIC; I Nr1I, [',^ t +i , OF' POUR QUAI&jj :^ i 400.
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